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Call For Papers
About the Workshop Day
The Institute for Information Management welcomes submissions for the IIM Workshop Day 2017
with the overall theme “Managing Information in the Cloud".
Cloud computing is commonly used paradigm for the large-scale data storage and processing
capability provided as a service, utilising a convenient and efficient access to configurable and
flexible resources. The benefits of having your information systems in the cloud is remarkable,
however governance, security and privacy concerns still have a noticeable impact on the adoption
of cloud services in Australia. Organisations that utilise cloud-based services lose the direct
control over the systems managing their information and business applications, thus introducing
additional risks related to the confidentiality, integrity and availability of their key asset information. The objective of this workshop is to bring together users, researchers, practitioners
and cloud service providers together to discuss a range of topics closely related to the
management of information in the cloud.
The Institute for Information Management seeks submissions from industry, academia and public
sector, presenting case studies, practical experiences, new approaches, novel research, as well as
experimental studies, outlining practical aspects of information governance in the cloud
environment.



















Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:
Information management in the cloud scenarios
Cloud-based enterprise resource planning systems
Data and business system security
Integrity of Information in the cloud
Data availability in Data-as-a-service scenarios
Protection of Information in the cloud
Efficient access to outsourced information
Privacy
Secure computation over encrypted data
Security and privacy in crowdsourcing
Security and privacy in multi-clouds and federated clouds
Security and privacy with the Internet of Things
Security and privacy of Big Data
Security and privacy policies
Selective information sharing
Information in the cloud: threats, vulnerabilities and risk management
Cloud-computing Implementation project management
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Important Dates
Paper submission due: 2 October 2017
Notification to authors: 10 October 2017
Presentation slides due: 10 November 2017
Our Workshop Day will also provide an opportunity for a selected few solution providers to
showcase their technologies, techniques and models that address common issues that information
professionals deal with in managing their information assets in the cloud.

Workshop Day Host: The Institute for Information Management
IIM Mission: "To Inspire, Support and Encourage Australia to make the most of information"
The Institute for Information Management (IIM) is a professional association that provides a space
for information practitioners to discuss trends, share experiences and explore solutions that may
benefit their business. The IIM attracts public and private sectors’ members from a range of
disciplines including information technology, information systems, web content management,
documents and records management, knowledge management business intelligence and
corporate performance management.
IIM branches support this purpose by hosting a range of activities including various communities of
practice, breakfast seminars, vendor showcases and workshop days.

Paper Submission Guidelines
Presenters are now being invited to submit abstract proposals in line with the Workshop Day
theme. Submission of a paper should be regarded as a commitment that, should the paper be
accepted, at least one of the authors will attend the Workshop Day to present the paper.
Papers must be clearly presented in English, must not exceed 8 pages, including tables, figures,
references and appendixes.
Papers, slides and videos of the presentations will be published on the IIM’s website. Selected
papers will be published in the Workshop Day proceedings.

Program Development
Abstracts for presentations will be selected by the Workshop day Program Committee. Criteria for
selection of presentations will include innovation and relevance, experience, practical value and
demonstrated results. Papers will be selected based on their originality, timeliness, significance
and relevance to the overall Workshop Day theme and clarity of presentation.
Preference will be given to selecting abstracts that will stimulate discussion and advance the
knowledge about the IM and IT industries. Abstracts focusing on marketing a product or
service will not be considered.
The Workshop Day Program Committee keeps the right to select presentations that in their opinion
address topics of interest to the IIM members. The decisions of the Workshop Day Program
Committee will be final. Authors will be notified via e-mail of the result of their submission and if
their paper has been accepted. Once abstracts are confirmed, it is expected that the presenter will
submit their presentation material and attend the Workshop Day to deliver the presentation.
Abstracts to be presented will be made available to delegates as part of the Workshop Day Pack.
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Workshop Paper Abstract Submission Form
About Event
IIM Event Title
Speaker Details

IIM Workshop Day 2017

When

29 Nov 2017

Name
Organisation
Address
Organisation Membership
Email address
Postcode
Telephone
Presenter’s Biography

 IIM

 actKM

 ACS

 DAMA

 none

Fax
Mobile

About Presentation
Title
Type

 Lecture

 Case Study

 MasterClass

Proposed duration

Target Audience
Paper Abstract

Registration Conditions
Speaker must submit the Presentation Abstract Submission Form for their presentation to be
considered for the Workshop Program.
Additional Information

Please send the completed form to:
IIM Secretariat
E: iim@iim.org.au
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